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This Project is currently under consideration to be published as a book. 

 

Introduction      

 

India’s border management is an integral part of India’s defence and commerce. The state 

secures sovereignty through maintaining  and  regulating  borders  with  neighbouring  

countries. India shares a land border with 7 countries- Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, 

China, Nepal, Bhutan, and Myanmar. India shares a 106 km long border with Afghanistan, 

3,323 Kms with Pakistan, 4,096.70 Kms with Bangladesh, 3,488 km with China, 1,751 Kms 

with Nepal, 699 Kms with Bhutan, and 1,643 km with Myanmar. According to the UNSC 

counter-terrorism committee, border management is the first line of defence against the 

movement of terrorists across borders and the illegal cross-border movement of goods and 

cargo. India’s border management comprises of border region development, communication, 

and coordination with the neighbouring states and programs to enhance the national interests 

of India. The role of government departments is to regulate legitimate trade between the borders 

and the mobility of people across the country. Border management maintains state presence in 

shared borders by surveillance, patrolling, countering illegal entries, and cooperating with 

police and officials in neighbouring countries. The borders need security to regulate trade, 

travel, and illegal cross-border movements. Fencing, roads, floodlights, and other 

developments are required for the smooth functioning of border security including Border Out 

Posts (BOPs) and Company Operating Bases (COBs).  

 

 

Institutional trends and failures   

 

Picking lessons from the Kargil war, the ‘one border one force’ principle has eased the 

complexities of force deployment across multiple international borders but meeting logistic 

difficulties remains a mounting concern. There is an increasing need to shift the goal-post 

towards either building various central forces as per each border’s requirements or towards 

extensively investing in technological capabilities. While the Defence Ministry has improved 

its operational efficiency by partially centralizing the control and command, there is a need to 

extend this effort to the Central forces too. Another issue repeatedly flagged by academics and 

retired officers has been the lack of a top bureaucracy rising from among the common brass of 

troops. The generalized bureaucracy from among the Police Services having shorter terms of 

service relies on an unsustainable ‘trickle-down’ approach restricts the realization of the more 
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testing realities on the ground. Moreover, the dependency on these battalions for domestic 

elections, disaster management, riot control, emergency deployments etc. often requires the 

government to repeatedly overhaul their command-control and hierarchies. These 

complications have created a pressing need to initiate long-term hierarchical adjustments rather 

than relying purely on macro-management tactics.   

 

Case studies 

Pakistan  

The Indo-Pak border is integral for India’s national security. Due to the partition and wars 

between the nations, the legal trade and mobility of people require intensive security. Despite 

major efforts by the government of India over the years, smuggling is a major threat to security, 

especially in Punjab. Border security on the Indo-Pak border is a priority in India, heavy 

fencing and floodlights are maintained in the border region with border out points and militant 

surveillance. The fencing procedure started in the 1990s and the entire border has mass flood 

lightings. There are 700 border out points to prevent smuggling, terrorism, and trafficking in 

the region. A major security threat is terrorism, anti-India Jihadist groups collude with Pakistan 

armed forces and act as a threat to security.  

 

Apart from threats, the India-Pakistan border is also important for trading and the Border 

Security Force (BSF) will be implementing Smart Fence for better border management along 

the border. The Indian Defence Ministry as well as the Home Ministry plays an important role 

in border security and managing trade and movement of people across the border. The lack of 

cooperation between India and Pakistan to secure borders along with the lack of proper border 

demarcation makes border management difficult.  

 

Bangladesh 

The India- Bangladesh border is often described as the problem area of tomorrow. Like all the 

boundaries of the Indian subcontinent India- Bangladesh border is an artificial one 

superimposed by British colonial authorities over the existing cultural landscape. The 

international border of India- Bangladesh transverses a range of natural and cultural landscape, 

which poses a challenge to its effective management strategies. The patrolling of India- 

Bangladesh border becomes difficult due to the lack of roads and greater Inter- BOP [Border 

observation post]. The Government of India considers important measures like strengthening 

of vigilance and border guarding forces along the borders. Erecting the fences, issuing identity 

cards to Indian citizens, developing border areas and cooperating with Bangladesh are some of 

the measures drawn to setup security along the India-Bangladesh Border.  

One of the biggest challenges to the border management involves the illegal trade/ smuggling, 

with higher reports of informal trading centres in East India. To prevent such illegal smuggling, 

the Government of India has adopted the policy of ‘guarding and regulating’ to secure its 
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borders. The Government of India has established barbed wiring fences on the borders and 

floodlights have been installed in the adjacent areas. However, the unresolved border dispute 

of India- Bangladesh border remains a challenge for further cooperation for the development 

of its borders.  

 

Myanmar 

The problems along the nearly fifteen hundred mile Indo-Myanmar border expand into 

paradigms beyond geography, citizenry, trade and security. The recent coup by the junta has 

exposed a severe lack of political will to work towards solving crucial issues in the 

neighbourhood that can be leveraged during moments of crisis. The Rohingya crisis has further 

hyphenated Myanmar’s border management with Bangladesh’s, adding to the concerns of 

separatists along the North East. Despite Yangon’s troubled political climate, managing trade 

and improving surveillance along the border requires bipartisan agreements over the core issues 

troubling the management. For New Delhi, the roaring nationalism in the mainland won’t 

translate into policies along borders that remain wrapped in their own incomprehensible South 

Asian geography and history. Long borders that cannot be fenced and/or manned but remain 

an important trade route is a concern that requires concrete infrastructure and planning 

involving political support from both sides.  

From sharing the structure of mobilization to assimilating an understanding of situation on 

districts along both sides of the border will be crucial in laying a realistic framework for course-

correction. Politicization of local concerns might be a hinderance in the short term but once 

laid down, these guidelines will be massively useful in circumventing the anxieties created out 

of scattered civil wars in the volatile political climate. The preponderance with Myanmar runs 

central in India’s Act East Policy and a stronger economic integration with the ASEAN region. 

Being India’s gateway to Southeast Asia, playing a responsible geo-political power blending a 

pragmatic crisis-aversion with realistic ways of fill existing loop-holes. New Delhi will be 

forced toward taking bolder political steps and tapping into common bilateral insecurities, 

while finding middle-path(s), if it wants to avoid the nuisances of sharing a long porous border 

with a fragile state.  

Conclusion 

Borne out of this disparity in Budget allocation are technological restrictions faced by the 

troops of India and its neighbouring states. India’s preliminary efforts towards border 

development including the adoption of technology for surveillance in the border areas has 

resulted in increased efficiency and accuracy of check posts and data tracking rather than 

lessening the burden of the roots on the ground. The slow investment in technology for border 

development in India has resulted in a weak border management for the Armed forces. India 

should focus on establishing of common command and control base for all border management 

projects in Pakistan, Myanmar, and Bangladesh, since each border is guided by different border 

forces with a different commanding hierarchy.  
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The ongoing border area development programme under the department of border management 

in Ministry of Home affairs, Government of India, is facing a set of external and internal threats 

like mass migration into India, cross-border terrorism, penetration and ex-filtration of armed 

militants, illegal smuggling from or into India. A strong collaborative initiative is required with 

Ministry of Home Affairs and the defence ministry as well as involving other defence 

ministries from  the neighbouring states. However, a joint-collaboration for such a large 

initiative involves resolution of other border disputes with neighbouring nations. Therefore, 

Border management initiatives require a pre-resolution of border disputes for a joint-

collaboration on border management initiative in India.  

 

 


